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Given 2 d m <n, let P(m, n) be the family of partially ordered sets on { 1, 2, . . . . FZ} 
in which { 1, . . . . m) is an antichain. We identify each ordered set in P(m, n) that 
maximizes the proportion of all linear extensions in which 1 is above 2. The proof 
features a series of applications of the strict xyz inequality. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let pii for i #j in n = { 1, 2, . . . . n} be the proportion of all linear exten- 
sions (n, > *) of an irreflexive poset (n, > ) in which i > * j. Also let pvlab 
be the proportion of the linear extensions of (n, > ) with a > * b in which 
i>*jwhen(i,j}and(a,6}arepairsinnandnot(b>a).Asusual,{i,j} 
is an incomparable pair if i # j and neither i > j nor j > i, and Is n is an 
antichain if every pair in Z is incomparable. 
A famous conjecture says that every nonlinear poset (n, 2) has an 
incomparable pair (i, j} for which 4 d pii < $ Kahn and Saks [2] prove 
the relaxation A-C pij < fi for some {i, j], and [3] summarizes related 
results. On another line Shepp [4] proves that p12 < p12113 when { 1,2, 3) 
is an antichain in (n, > ), and Fishburn [ 1 ] sharpens this to the strict xyz 
inequality P12 < P12l13- Winkler [ 51 summarizes related results. 
This note considers another problem for linear extensions and incom- 
parable pairs. Given 2 < m <n, it is to identify all posets (n, > ) that have 
antichain m and that maximize p12 under the antichain restriction. A com- 
plete solution is obtained. With 2 <m <n let p(m, n) be the maximum of 
p12 over the family P(m, n) of all posets on n in which m is an antichain. 
Also let C(m, n) be the subset of (n, > ) E P(m, n) that satisfy 
1. ~{i:i>l}~=~{i:2>i}~=O, 
2. {I{k:l >k}l, I(j:j>2}1)= (Lb-m>Pl, r(n-mY2lh 
3. (j, k} is incomparable whenever 1~ k and j> 2, 
4. {j, k} is incomparable whenever 3 < j < m and k # j. 
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FIG. 1. C(m, n). 
Figure 1 illustrates C(m, n). It has 1 > b for each b E B and a > 2 for each 
a E A, but > within A and within B is unrestricted. 
THEOREM 1. For all 2 < m < n, 
p(m,n)=p(2,n-m+2)=1-1 
i( 
n-m+2 
Lb-m+2)/2J > 
and (n, >) in P(m, n) has p 12 = p(m, n) if and only if (n, > ) E C(m, n). 
There is considerable intuition behind the theorem. To get 1 over 2 as 
often as possible in linear extensions when m is an antichain, we put 1 
above some of the points in n\m and place the rest of those points above 
2. The strict xyz inequality applied to { 1, 2, x} for x E n\m shows that it 
is inefficient to have x incomparable to both 1 and 2. Another argument 
shows that it is best to have everything in (3, . . . . m} incomparable to every- 
thing in A u B. Moreover, we avoid a > b for (a, b) E A x B since this would 
reduce the number of linear extensions with 1 > * 2 without affecting the 
number with 2 > * 1. The particulars of > within A and B are immaterial 
since each linear extension of { 1 } u B and each linear extension of A u (2) 
merge in the same ways as far as 1 and 2 are concerned. Finally, since 
exactly one linear merger of independent chains of c1 and fl points with 1 
at the top of one chain and 2 at the bottom of the other has 2 over 1, but 
there are (“z8) 1’ mear extensions of the two chains, we take IAl and IBI as 
equal as possible. 
As reflected in the p(m, n) = ~(2, n-m + 2) part of Theorem 1, points 3 
through m have a null effect on p(m, n) since each of these points is incom- 
parable to every other point in each member of C(m, n). 
A complete proof of the theorem follows. We then conclude with 
remarks on a related problem that appears to be very challenging. 
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2. PROOF 
Assume that 2 <m < n, and consider all (n, > ) in P(m, n). We prove 
Theorem 1 by showing that if n maximizes plZ within P(m, n) then it must 
satisfy 
Li. No jEn\m has j> 1 or 2>j; 
L2. For every j E n \m either 1 > j or j > 2; 
L3. For every je n\m and every k E { 3, . . . . m}, {j, k} is incom- 
parable; moreover, {j, k} is incomparable whenever 1> j and k > 2; 
L4. {[{j E n\m: 1 > j>l, [{j E n\m: j > 211) = {L(n - m)/2J, 
W-W21). 
These are proved in sequence. We let Pt denote the subset of P(m, n) 
whose orders satisfy Ll through Lt. It is easily seen that C(m, n) = P4. The 
proof of the theorem is completed by noting that every order in P4 has the 
value of p(m, n) for pi* given in the statement of the theorem. 
Ll. Suppose je n\m. If j > 1 then we also want j > 2 since this does 
not affect the number of linear extensions with 1 > * 2 but reduces the 
number with 2 > * 1 since {j > 1, not (j > 2)) implies that there are linear 
extensions with 2 > * j > * 1. However, if j> 2 then we also do not want 
j> 1 since the avoidance of j> 1 allows linear extensions with 1 > * j > * 2 
while not affecting the number with 2 > * 1. It follows that prz is not maxi- 
mum within P(m, n) if j> 1 for some j. Similarly, pr2 is not maximum if 
2>jfor some j. 1 
The orders in Pl, which are those in P(m, n) that satisfy Ll, are 
illustrated on the left part of Fig. 2. There A u B u C = n\m, {x, 1,2} is an 
antichain for every x E C u { 3, . . . . m}, and the dashed lines indicate possible 
> connections. We show next that C must be empty if P,~ is maximum 
within Pl. 
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L2. Given (n, > ) E Pl, suppose the set C of points in n\m that are 
incomparable to both 1 and 2 is not empty. Since (3, . . . . m) is an antichain, 
each xeC has either x>j for no jem\2 or j>x for no jEm\2. 
Suppose x > j for no j E m\2, with x E C. Add I> x to the order, thereby 
moving x and any y E C for which x > y from C into B. The augmented 
order is in Pl. Before the addition, { 1,2, x} is an antichain, and therefore 
pi2 < plz, ix by the strict xyz inequality. After the addition of 1 > x, the new 
value of p12 is ~~~~~~~ so the addition increases the proportion of linear 
extensions that have 1 > * 2. 
Suppose all x E C with x > j for no j E m \2 are transferred to B by 1 > x 
additions. If what is left of C is nonempty, then each such y has j> y for 
no ja m\2. We then add y > 2 to the order, thus moving y and any z for 
which z > y from C into A. By the symmetric version of the strict xyz 
inequality, namely p12 < p12,y2, the addition increases the proportion of 
linear extensions that have 1 > * 2. Additional augmentations of the y > 2 
. . 
variety increase p12 at each step and eventually exhaust C. 
Hence every j E n\m must have either 1 > j or j > 2 for p12 to be maxi- 
mum within Pl. [ 
Orders in P2 are illustrated on the right part of Fig. 2. The dashed lines 
indicate potential pairs of the form a > j, j > b, and a > b for a E A, b E B, 
and j E m\2. The next proof shows that such pairs must be absent from an 
order in P2 if p12 is maximum. 
L3. Suppose (n, > ) E P2 and that either a > b for some (a, b) E A x B 
or u>j orj>b for some UEA, jcm\2 and bEB. Also let (n, >‘) be the 
poset obtained from (n, > ) by deleting all pairs of the form a > j, j > b, 
and a > b for a E A, b E B, and jEm\2. With N,, [Ni2] and N,, [N&l the 
number of linear extensions of (n, > ) [(n, > ‘)] in which 1 > * 2 and 
2 > * 1, respectively, we show that N,,/N,, < N;,/N;,, hence that p12 is 
greater for (n, > ‘) than for (n, > ). 
The computations for (n, > ‘) are straightforward. Let % and g be the 
sets of linear orders of A u { 2} and B u { 1 }, respectively, that are consis- 
tent with (II, > ‘), or with (n, > ) since the two posets are identical within 
A u (2) and within Bu { 1 }. For each (X, Y) E .?Z x $V there is one linear 
merger of X and Y with 2 > * 1 and (n,;r+++12) - 1 linear mergers of X and 
Y with 1 > * 2. Each of the latter is consistent with (n, > ‘) since A u (2) 
and B u { 1 } are independent of each other. Since 3 through m have no > 
comparisons to other points, they tit into every linear merger of X and Y 
in the same number of ways for linear extensions of (n, > ‘). Therefore, 
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We now analyze (n, > ). Fix (X, Y) E .% x g for the time being, and for 
each linear merger M(X, Y) of X and Y let a(M(X, Y)) be the number of 
linear extensions of (n, > ) that include M(X, Y). We consider the unique 
merger XY that has 2 > * 1 and then examine other M(X, Y) in which 
1>*2. 
Writing linear orders left-to-right instead of top-to-bottom, we display 
XY as 
2 1 
S~~S~~S~O~..OSIAI+~~...OS,~,+~OS,-,+~ 
L-x-4 l--Y---l 
where the si denote slots between adjacent points’ in XY as well as before 
the first point (sl) and after the final point (s,-,+ 3). For each 
k E { 3, . . . . m} let S, denote the set of slots into which k can be placed 
without violating (n, > ). For example, S, = { sq, s5, . . . . s, _ m + 3 > if the third 
point in X has a > 3 and is the rightmost point of X with this relation, and 
if b > 3 for no b E B. Each Sk contains slA, + 2 and consists of successively 
adjacent si. Moreover, because 3 through m are independent of each other, 
the number a(!(xY) of linear extensions of (n, > ) that include XY is the 
number of ways of independently placing each k E m \2 into an si E Sk and 
then linearly ordering the points from m\2 in the same slot for each slot 
that gets at least two points. 
Consider another linear merger M(X, Y) of X and Y among the 
(“,A;“,‘,‘) - 1 that have 1 > * 2, or 1 to the left of 2. If a > b for some 
(a, b) E A x B, we can have a(M(X, Y)) = 0, which is to say that the merger 
M(X, Y) is inconsistent with (n, > ). Suppose the merger is consistent with 
(n, > ) and, as before, denote the slots between successive points in 
M(X, Y) as s1 through s,-, + 3. For each k E (3, . . . . m} let Tk be the set of 
slots into which point k can be placed without violating (n, >). Like Sk, 
each Tk consists of successively adjacent slots. Moreover, Tk c S, for all k 
since if si is feasible for k in M(X, Y) then it remains feasible for k as X and Y 
separate toward XY of the preceding paragraph. It is also easily seen that 
if a > j or i> b for some a E A, jG m\2, and b E B, we obtain consistent 
M(X, Y) in which Tk c Sk for at least one k. 
Because Tk c Sk for a consistent merger &4(X, Y)#XY, we have 
a(M(X, Y)) < a(XY) since a(M(X, Y)) is the number of ways of independ- 
ently placing each k E m \2 into an si E Tk and then linearly ordering the 
points in the same slot for each slot that gets at least two points. And if 
Tkc S, for some k, then a(M(X, Y)) < a(XY). Hence, by the initial 
hypothesis for (n, > ), for all (X, Y) E .!Z” x ?V and all M(X, Y) # XY, 
a(M(X, Y))<a(XY) with strict inequality for at least one X, Y and 
M(X, Y). Therefore, 
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N,,= 1 c wm Y)) 
(X,Y)EZXB M(X.Y)#XY 
n-m+2 
< 
c K IAl + 1 > 1 - 1 a(X, Y) (X, Y)E%-xcv 
=[(n;;f+:2)-+n 
and N12/N2, < [I(“,~f1++1~) - II= Ni2PGI. I 
The orders in P3 are illustrated by Fig. 1 minus its restrictions on IAl 
and IBI. 
L4. Given (n, > ) E P3, the computation for (n, > ‘) in the second 
paragraph of the proof of L3 gives 
Since (f) is maximum when kE {LK/2_1, [K/21}, pi2 is maximum if and 
only if JAI E (Lb - m)PJ. r(n -M/21}. I 
It follows that P4 is precisely the set C(m, n) illustrated in Fig. 1 and that 
p(m,n)=l-I i( n-m+2 Lb -m + 2)/21 > = p(2, n-m + 2). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. AN OPEN PROBLEM 
The problem examined in this paper suggests other problems for linear 
extensions and antichains. The most easily stated of these is to identify the 
ordered sets in P(m, n) that maximize the proportion of all linear exten- 
sions in which 1 > * 2 > * . . . > * m. In other words, how should the points 
in n\m be positioned relative to antichain m in (n, >) so that the ratio of 
the number of linear extensions with fixed order 12.. . m on the antichain 
to the total number of linear extensions is as large as possible? 
Theorem 1 answers the question for P(2, n), and its answer for 
P(m, m + 1) is easily obtained. Other special cases, such as P(3, n) and 
P(m, m + 2), are presently unresolved. 
582a/56/2-9 
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